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ABSTRACT
In advanced technology nodes, standard cell pin access is be-
coming challenging due to a small number of routing tracks and
complex design-for-manufacturing constraints. Pin access inter-
ference is further exacerbated by unidirectional routing, which
is highly preferred to enable high-density metal patterns and
comply with self-aligned multiple patterning solutions. Previ-
ous manufacturing-aware routing studies simply depend on the
router or sequential planning schemes to resolve pin access inter-
ference, which introduces significant overhead on solution qual-
ities. Therefore, we propose concurrent pin access optimiza-
tion techniques to achieve fast and high-quality routing solu-
tions. The concurrent pin access optimization is modeled as a
weighted interval assignment problem, which is solved by an op-
timal integer linear programming formulation and a scalable La-
grangian relaxation algorithm. A concurrent pin access router is
implemented while accommodating advanced manufacturing con-
straints, which outperforms state-of-the-art manufacturing-aware
routers with better routability, fewer vias and faster runtime.

1. INTRODUCTION
As the technology node scales down to 10nm, standard cell pin

access on lower metal layers is becoming difficult due to high-
density routing patterns and severe routing resources competi-
tions among a very small number of routing tracks [1, 2]. Mean-
while, unidirectional routing is strongly recommended to provide
tight control on lithographic printing for lower metal layers, such
as metal-2 (M2) and metal-3 (M3), which also complies with
underlying self-aligned multiple patterning (SAMP) techniques
(with cut/trim masks) [3–5]. Although unidirectional layout sim-
plifies the coloring scheme during a routing procedure [4–8], it
makes local standard cell pin access more challenging due to
smaller number of accessing points and more complicated neigh-
borhood interactions. To mitigate the standard cell pin access is-
sue, designers can perform extensive layout optimization with the
assistance from local-routing enumeration and optimization [9].
However, this is constrained by modern standard cell architec-
ture, e.g. 7.5-track or 9-track cell architecture in 10nm node [1],
and a detailed router still takes the responsibility to resolve pin
access interference and finish all net connections while accommo-
dating complex metal line-end constraints from SAMP.

An example of unidirectional routing patterns in advanced
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Figure 1: Unidirectional routing patterns shown on M2/M3 layer.

technology nodes is shown in Figure 1, which includes 4 cells, 9
metal-1 pins (a1, a2, a3, b1, b2, c1, c2, d1, d2) and 4 nets ({a1, a2, a3},
{b1, b2}, {c1, c2} and {d1, d2}). Suppose all nets need to be con-
nected using unidirectional routing patterns on the M2 and M3
layers. Line-end extensions will be introduced by a router to
guarantee patterning-friendly cut masks and specific design rules
could be technology dependent [4, 5, 10, 11]. In Figure 1, we also
observe severe routing resource competitions among different pins
and nets, especially on M2 layer, where only a small number of
accessing points is available to connect each standard cell pin [12].
Those accessing points for different pins also interfere with each
other as they may share the same routing track. Therefore, it is
important to globally allocate routing resources among different
pins and nets [9, 13] so that all net connections can be finished.

To deal with complex design-for-manufacturing constraints,
existing SAMP-aware routing studies mainly focus on the col-
oring scheme of routing patterns while accommodating specific
design rules for cut/trim masks with novel routing grid mod-
els [10, 12, 14–21]. Furthermore, [10] and [20] propose to ad-
dress the cut mask complexities during the track assignment and
global routing stages, respectively. The detailed routing pro-
cedures of existing studies follow the paradigms of sequential
routing [12,14–17,19,20] or negotiation-congestion-based routing
schemes [18,21]. In general, negotiation-congestion-based routing
techniques can resolve routing congestions more efficiently than
sequential schemes, because a detailed router avoids following a
specific net ordering with a history-based heuristic [22]. How-
ever, in advanced technology nodes, detailed routing on lower
metal layers is becoming more complicated than simply dealing
with patterning constraints. The reasons are two-fold. First, the
ever-increasing standard cell pin access interference needs to be
effectively addressed so that all nets can be routed simultane-
ously, as shown in Figure 1. Conventional rip-up and reroute
scheme generally leads to huge runtime overhead under severe
routing resource competitions, which makes concurrent optimiza-
tion techniques particularly important for fast routing closure.
Second, routing resources on lower metal layers are primarily re-
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served for short nets. For short-net routing, via minimization is
particularly important in advanced technology nodes [23].

Recently, [12] has proposed pin access planning schemes to mit-
igate the standard cell pin access interference while accommodat-
ing metal and via patterning constraints. However, [12] follows
a sequential routing procedure and pin access interference, i.e.
routing resource competition, is not efficiently resolved. To ad-
dress the routing challenges aforementioned, we propose a con-
current pin access optimization study for unidirectional routing.
Our work is unique when compared to the previous detailed rout-
ing studies [13,24,25] due to following reasons. We demonstrate
that concurrent pin access optimization is critical to resolving
routing resources competitions, including pin access interference.
We perform unidirectional routing while explicitly addressing the
complex manufacturing constraints from self-aligned double pat-
terning (SADP). Our contributions are listed as follows.

• We take advantage of the unidirectional routing style to
propose track-based pin access interval generation and lin-
ear conflict set detection.

• The concurrent pin access optimization is modeled as a
weighted interval assignment problem, which is further for-
mulated as a binary integer linear programming problem.

• We propose an iterative Lagrangian relaxation algorithm
to obtain scalable solutions for the concurrent pin access
optimization problem.

• We implement a concurrent pin access router (CPR) to ob-
tain much better routing results than the state-of-the-art
SADP-friendly routers.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly
introduces the standard cell pin access interference and problem
definition. Section 3 presents the concurrent pin access opti-
mization scheme. Section 4 discusses the overall flow for our
concurrent pin access router. Section 5 compares different rout-
ing schemes and demonstrates the effectiveness of our proposed
routing approach. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. PRELIMINARIES

2.1 Pin Access Interference
A typical outcome of routing resource competitions on the M2

layer is the standard cell pin access interference among I/O pins
close to each other [9]. An example of pin access interference is
shown in Figure 2(a), where pin c1 is blocked on the M2 layer due
to the routing patterns connected to other I/O pins. However,
pin access interference can be avoided with superior pin access
optimization results as shown in Figure 2(b). This illustrative ex-
ample demonstrates that pin access optimization, including track
location and spans of pin access intervals, is critical to resolving
the pin access interference the on M2 layer.

In this study, we demonstrate the concurrent pin access prob-
lem can be resolved through weighted interval assignment, which
is more complex than conventional track assignment problem.
Track assignment is an intermediate step between global and de-
tailed routing stages and targets at the maximum assignment of
routing intervals from global routing to a set of routing tracks [26,
27]. However, for pin access interference, track assignment is im-
possible without routing intervals for each I/O pin, which are
actually the outcomes of the detailed routing itself. This chicken-
and-egg issue makes the pin access optimization problem more
difficult than the conventional track assignment problem.

2.2 Problem Definition
The concurrent pin access optimization problem builds on a set

of pin access intervals. We take advantage of the unidirectional
routing style on lower metal layers and propose track-based pin
access interval generation for each I/O pin. Concurrent pin access
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Figure 2: Pin access interference on M2 layer, (a) pin access failure,
(b) pin access success [12].

optimization is performed in a panel-by-panel manner, where a
panel corresponds to either a row (horizontal layer) or a column
(vertical layer). We define the problem of concurrent pin access
optimization without routing conflict as follows.

Problem 1 (Concurrent Pin Access Optimization).
Given a netlist, I/O pins and a set of routing tracks, concurrent

pin access optimization has to find a set of pin access intervals
such that each I/O pin is connected to one pin access interval,
while there is no overlap among pin access intervals belonging to
different nets.

Our approach guarantees that a feasible solution exists for
Problem 1, which yields conflict-free pin access intervals for all
I/O pins. We further implement a concurrent pin access router
while accommodating advanced manufacturing constraints [12],
which greatly reduces initial routing congestions and leads to
high-quality routing solutions.

3. CONCURRENT PIN ACCESS OPTIMIZATION
A design with synthesized power/ground rails is inherently sep-

arated into panels, i.e. rows or columns on a horizontal or vertical
routing layer. Without loss of generality, concurrent pin access
optimization problem is solved panel-by-panel, which can also
handle multiple panels simultaneously with scalable solutions.

3.1 Pin Access Interval Generation
We introduce track-based pin access interval generation for

each I/O pin, where pin access intervals are generated for each
pin within its net bounding box. Related notations are defined in
Table 1. Figure 3(a) enumerates the pin access intervals for pin
a1, which is part of the net containing three pins (a1, a2, and a3).
The left and right edge of the net bounding box is by a2 and a3,
respectively. For each I/O pin, a minimum pin access interval is
the smallest metal strip to cover the pin, while a maximum pin
access interval is the largest metal strip available within the net
bounding box1. On track t1, the maximum pin access interval of
pin a1 starts from the left edge to right edge of the net bounding
box. On track t2, the maximum pin access interval has to stop
before the routing blockage. On track t3, it shows the general
scenario for the pin access interval generation for a1. The net
bounding box contains I/O pins (b1 and d1) that do not belong
to the same net. For a1, b1 and d1 are referred as diff-net pins.
Then, when generating the pin access intervals for a1, it is im-
portant to enumerate all the pin access intervals that end at the
vertical cutting lines of each diff-net pin, including Ia11 and Ia12 .
The reason is that Ia11 is the maximum length of interval that
can be used to access a1 without blocking b1. We do not enu-
merate all grids points between a1 and b1 because a router has
the flexibility to choose any grid point on Ia11 and accommodate
metal/via constraints. Similarly, Ia12 is generated to consider the
pin access interference between a1 and d1. This principle of gen-
eration controls the number of pin access intervals while exactly
capturing the pin access interference among I/O pins. There are
8 pin access intervals generated for pin a1 across 3 tracks.
1
If M2 routing is not favored for long nets, we can constrain pin access

interval generation for each pin using an estimated M2 routing bounding
box for its corresponding net, instead of using the net bounding box.
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Figure 3: Pin access interval generation, (a) for pin a1 across 3 tracks,
(b) for pin c1 and c2 with intra-panel connection.

Suppose a given pin p with m pins on the left and n pins on
the right within the net bounding box, the number of pin access
intervals generated is O(m · n) to enumerate all possible left and
right edges of a pin access interval. The minimum and maximum
pin access intervals can also be generated for pins c1 and c2 in
Figure 3(b). In particular, those pin access intervals resulting in
intra-panel connections shall be preferred in the pin access op-
timization result, because they connect same-net pins without
using external routing resources outside of the panel. Suppose
conflict-free pin access intervals are assigned to I/O pins (one in-
terval per pin) with maximum and balanced interval length, this
provides much better pin accessibility for a router. Specifically,
a router can choose any grid point on the pin access interval of
an I/O pin to access that particular pin, without introducing ex-
tra pin access interference, i.e. routing congestions. This also
helps reduce via numbers because pin access intervals discourage
switching metal layers for congestion reductions.

3.2 Linear Conflict Set Detection
After track-based pin access interval generation, the pin access

intervals may overlap/conflict with each other. We define a set
of intervals to be conflict set if the intersection of the intervals is
non-empty. Figure 4 shows an example of conflict interval sets.
For a routing track in Figure 4(a), all the intervals on the track
are shown in Figure 4(b). There are six conflict interval sets on
the track, i.e., C0, C1, . . . , C5. Routing intervals Ia10 , Ia11 , Ia12 , Ia13

and Ia14 define the first conflict interval set C0, because they share
a common horizontal range. Similarly, pin access intervals Ia11 ,

Ia12 , Ia13 , Ia14 and Id12 form another conflict set C1. The target
of conflict detection is to collect all the conflict interval sets on
a track without redundancy. In general, this can be realized by
generating a vector of intervals and scanning from the left to the
right to detect the overlaps. The number of conflict interval sets
generated is linear to the size of pin access intervals [26]. As I/O
pins overlap a set of tracks, we further collect conflicts among all
routing tracks to obtain a complete set of conflict interval sets.
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Figure 4: Linear conflict set detection for pin access intervals, which
can be applied to multiple tracks obtain complete conflict sets.

Table 1: Notations
P the set of pins

pj jth pin in P

Ii ith pin access interval
I the set of pin access intervals

I
pj
i ith pin access interval for pj
Sj the complete pin access interval set for pj on multiple tracks

li the length for Ii
f(Ii) the profit function for Ii
xi the binary variable for Ii
Cm the mth conflict pin access interval set
λm the Lagrangian multiplier for Cm

C sets of conflict interval set {Cm}

3.3 Weighted Interval Assignment Problem
Among all pin access intervals for all pins, the concurrent pin

access optimization is a weighted interval assignment problem,
which aims at assigning conflict-free intervals to I/O pins while
maximizing the overall interval length. If a router treats conflict-
free intervals as partial routes, maximum and balanced pin access
interval lengths among all I/O pins lead to better pin accessi-
bility during a routing procedure. The concurrent pin access
problem requires that each pin is assigned exactly one interval to
guarantee pin access feasibility, while track assignment targets
at the maximum assignment of routing intervals among a set of
tracks [26, 27]. This means previous track assignment solutions
can not be directly applied here.

To obtain the optimal solution of the current pin access opti-
mization, we formulate the weighted interval assignment problem
as an integer linear programming problem. Related notations are
defined in Table 1. The objective is to achieve the maximum and
balanced length of pin access intervals for all pins without any
conflict. For the ILP formulation in Formula (1), a pin access
interval Ii corresponds to a binary xi that indicates whether Ii
is selected or not. The objective (1a) explicitly favors the se-
lection of an interval covering multiple I/O pins by counting its
corresponding variable multiple times. To obtain an interval se-
lection with balanced interval length, we set f(Ii) =

√
li because

the square root function generates more balanced solutions while
maximizing the interval length, compared to a linear function.
Constraint (1b) denotes only one interval can be selected for pin
pj . Furthermore, only one pin access interval within any conflict
interval set should be selected. A simple way to forbid conflicts
is to add a constraint xi + xi′ ≤ 1 for every conflict interval pair
(Ii, Ii′), which introduces large numbers of constraints, i.e., the
number of constraints will be quadratic to the number of pin
access intervals. To avoid the size explosion of constraints, we
utilize the linear conflict interval set detection from Section 3.2.
For each conflict set Cm, only one constraint is added to avoid
all possible pin access interval conflicts from Cm. This means
at most one interval in Cm can be selected and the equivalent
linear constraint is shown in (1c). The complete ILP formulation
is given as follows.

max
∑
pj∈P

∑
Ii∈Sj

f(Ii) · xi (1a)

s.t.
∑
Ii∈Sj

xi = 1, ∀pj ∈ P, (1b)

∑
Ii∈Cm

xi ≤ 1, ∀Cm ∈ C, (1c)

xi ∈ {0, 1}, ∀Ii ∈ I. (1d)

Due to the minimum pin access interval generation of each I/O
pin shown in Figure 3, we have the following theorem.

Theorem 1: The ILP formulation (1) has a feasible solution.

Proof. We can select the minimum pin access interval for
each I/O pin, which leads to a set of pin access intervals without
conflict. It corresponds to a feasible solution for (1).



3.4 Lagrangian Relaxation
The main challenge in solving the ILP comes from the conflict

constraints in Eq. (1c). To overcome the scalability issue of the
ILP formulation, we propose a Lagrangian relaxation (LR)-based
approach, which relaxes the conflict constraints to the objective
as penalties. The problem formulation for the LR problem is
shown in Formula (2). A set of Lagrangian multipliers (LMs)
{λm} is introduced to relax the conflict constraints, while the
equality constraints are kept in Eq. (1b). In particular, as the
ILP problem is feasible according to Theorem 1, the LR problem
in Eq. (2a) is bounded during the iterative solving procedure.

max
∑
pj∈P

∑
Ii∈Sj

f(Ii) · xi −
∑
Cm∈C

λm · (
∑

Ii∈Cm

xi − 1) (2a)

s.t. (1b) and (1d). (2b)

For the LR-based algorithm, we first solve the concurrent pin
access optimization problem without conflict constraints in Eq. (1c),
i.e., all λm are set to 0. As will be discussed later, each iteration
of LR is solved using an efficient greedy algorithm. After obtain-
ing an initial solution, the pin access interval assignments with
conflict constraint violations are detected. For any violation, we
gradually increase the penalty in the objective by adjusting the
corresponding λm. The method for updating λm based on the
current solution is critical for the convergence of the LR-based
algorithm. To guarantee convergence, we adopt the subgradient
descent method for updating LMs, defined in Eq. (3), where k
is the number of iterations and tk is the step size [28]. In our
experiments, we set tk to 1/kα · Lm, where α is 0.95 and Lm is
the length of intersection among all conflict intervals in Cm.

λk+1
m = max(0, λkm + tk · (

∑
Ii∈Cm

xi − 1)). (3)

Algorithm 1 LR Sub-Routines

1: function maxGains(I, gains)
2: Define sel as selected intervals;
3: Sort I in the non-increasing order of gains;
4: Select intervals from I to sel until all pins are covered;
5: Return sel;
6: end function
7: function penalize(sel, C, penalties)
8: Define vio← 0 as the violation number;
9: for each conflict Cm ∈ C do

10: if more than 1 interval selected in sel from Cm then;
11: vio← vio+ 1;
12: Update penalties[i] for each Ii ∈ Cm (Eq. (3));
13: end if
14: end for
15: Return vio;
16: end function

In each iteration to solve the LR subproblem, the objective
defined in Eq. (2a) is a weighted summation of xi with fixed
LMs. Let the weight of each xi represent the gain of the interval.
We restate the Formula (2) as follows. Given a set of pins and
corresponding intervals with different gains, select one interval
for each pin such that the total gain is maximized. We develop a
greedy algorithm to compute the maximum total gain efficiently,
shown as function maxGains in Algorithm 1. All the intervals
are sorted in the non-increasing order of gains in line 3. We break
the ties of equal gains by the number of same-net pins an interval
covers. We prefer selecting pin access intervals covering more
same-net I/O pins because intra-panel connections are preferred
as mentioned in Section 3.1. As one pin can only be assigned one
pin access interval, we skip an interval if its corresponding pin has

Algorithm 2 LR-based Pin Access Optimization

Input: Pins (P ), pin access interval vector (I), complete con-
flict interval sets (C) and iteration upper bound (UB).

Output: A vector of pin access intervals PI for P .
1: Initialize profits as the profit vector for I using Eq. (2a);
2: Define penalties as penalty vector with zeros for I;
3: Define k ← 0, min vio←∞;
4: while min vio > 0 and k < UB do;
5: sel← maxGains(I, profits− penalties);
6: vio← penalize(sel, C, penalties);
7: if vio < min vio then
8: min vio← vio, PI ← sel;
9: end if

10: end while
11: Greedy conflict removal among PI;
12: Return PI;

already been assigned another interval in line 4. The penalty of
each interval Ii is defined as the summation of its corresponding
LMs in Eq. (2a). In function penalize, we scan through each
conflict (Cm) in lines 9 to 14. If more than 1 interval is selected
within Cm, the corresponding penalty is updated in line 12.

An iterative LR approach generates good convergence behav-
ior if we can optimally solve LR subproblem. Given notations
in Table 1, the optimality condition for the greedy algorithm is
analyzed as follows.

Theorem 2: The greedy LR sub-routines in Algorithm 1 solves
Formula (2) optimally if Si ∩ Sj = ∅,∀pi, pj ∈ P .

Proof. Si ∩ Sj = ∅, ∀pi, pj ∈ P means that no pin access
interval is associated with more than one pin. Therefore, we
greedily select pin access interval with the maximum profit for
each pin, which delivers optimal solution to Formula (2).

Although intra-panel routing connections may introduce de-
pendency among pin access interval set for I/O pins, i.e. break-
ing the optimality condition in Theorem (2), the greedy algo-
rithm empirically works well in computing the solution and reach-
ing convergence in our experiments. The LR-based algorithm is
shown in Algorithm 2. We first compute the profit of each inter-
val in line 1. Within each iteration of the kernel loop from line 4
to line 10, the relaxed problem is solved by our greedy algorithm
in maxGains in line 5. In line 6, we compute the penalty for each
interval and update LMs according to Eq. (3) in penalize. The
LR iterations continue until there is no violation or the iteration
upper bound is reached. We observe small oscillations on the
solutions when the number of violations approaches zero, so we
record the best solution throughout the LR iterations in lines 7
to 9. The LR scheme usually reduces violations rapidly, but it
cannot guarantee zero conflicts. Greedy refinement is performed
to remove remaining conflicts in line 11. For any conflict interval
set, this refinement process tries to shrink conflict intervals into
minimum intervals to remove that particular conflict.

4. CONCURRENT PIN ACCESS ROUTING
The routing resource competitions among those pin access in-

tervals from concurrent pin access optimization have been effi-
ciently resolved. Therefore, we implement concurrent pin ac-
cess router (CPR) to take advantage of these pin access intervals
and obtain net connections. The pin access intervals are treated
as partial routes connected to its associated pins, which are fed
into a negotiation-congestion-based router [21]. As shown in Fig-
ure 5(a), the M2 pin access intervals from pin access optimization
are connected to pins a1, a2 and a3. Some detour may happen
as metal-1 (M1) pins are connected to pin access intervals (par-
tial routes) on the M2 layer. In Figure 5(b), the routing results
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Figure 5: (a) Routing with pin access optimization introducing ex-
tra routed wirelength; (b) Routing without pin access optimization
introducing extra routed vias.

are obtained directly with a negotiation-congestion-based rout-
ing scheme. This introduces more vias because the router tries to
avoid congested routing regions and routing blockages with uni-
directional routing patterns. However, via minimization is par-
ticularly important for short-net routing in advanced technology
nodes [23].

Given the netlist and routing grid plane, CPR starts with con-
current pin access optimization on lower metal layers, which effi-
ciently resolves routing resource competitions and greatly reduces
the number of grid congestions for the subsequent routing steps.
Treating pin access intervals as partial routes, the negotiation-
congestion-based routing is performed to finish all net connec-
tions, where design rule violations are mitigated using forbidden
grid costs [21]. To make the negotiation-congestion-based routing
aware of standard cell pin access, during the routing of each net,
only the pins and associated pin access intervals of the current
net are available, while the pins and associated pin access inter-
vals from remaining nets are treated as blockages. We further
perform line-end extensions and rip-up and reroute to accom-
modate the manufacturing constraints listed in [12] and enable
SADP-friendly cut masks shown in Figure 1. CPR is extendable
to technology-dependent manufacturing constraints, e.g. SAMP
with unidirectional routing.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We implement concurrent pin access router (CPR) in C++

and all experiments are performed on an 8-core Linux machine
with 3.4GHz Intel R©core and 32GB memory. The iteration upper
bound (UB) for LR is set as 200. For the grid cost computation,
the base cost is set as 1 for metal and via grids. The forbidden
cost is set as 10 for via grids. We perform the concurrent pin
access optimization on the M2 layer, where one standard cell row
(10 x M2 tracks) is one routing panel. All experiments are per-
formed using the same benchmarks, design rule settings and eval-
uation metrics listed in [12]. We quantify routing solutions with
the number routed nets over the total number of nets (“Rout.”),
the number of vias (“Via#”) and wirelength (“WL”). “Via#” is
the total number of vias for all nets estimated by via per routed
net [12]. “WL” is the summation of half perimeter wirelength of
unrouted nets and actual grid wirelength for routed nets [12].

5.1 Quantifying the LR Suboptimality
The comparisons on runtime scalability and solution quality

in terms of objective value between LR and ILP are shown in
Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), respectively. For Figure 6(a), we observe
that the runtime of ILP is not scalable to a large number of
pins and the runtime of LR algorithm has much better scalabil-
ity. As shown Figure 6(b), the objective value achieved with LR
algorithm is pretty close to the optimal value returned by ILP
solution. Therefore, our proposed LR algorithm delivers a scal-
able solution to the concurrent pin access optimization problem.
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Figure 6: Comparisons between LR and ILP for different number of
pins, (a) runtime, (b) objective value.
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Figure 7: (a) LR over ILP after obtaining the routing solutions, (b)
the number congested routing grids before rip-up and reroute stage.

Figure 7(a) further demonstrates the comparisons on routing
solution qualities obtained with LR-based and ILP-based pin ac-
cess optimizations. We observe that the “Rout.” and “WL” are
similar across different designs with LR-based and ILP-based pin
access optimization schemes. Furthermore, the “Via#” for the
routing solution with LR-based pin access optimization is around
5% more than that with ILP-based pin access optimization. The
reason is that ILP-based optimization delivers optimal and bal-
anced pin access intervals for each I/O pin, which leaves more
flexibilities for via locations during the routing phase. The LR-
based optimization depends on a greedy conflict removal phase to
generate legal pin access intervals for each I/O pin, which penal-
izes the solution qualities of pin access optimization. We believe
the LR-based pin access optimization represents desirable trade-
off between solution qualities and runtime scalability compared
to the ILP-based approach.

5.2 Comparison with Related Work
Table 2 compares concurrent pin access router (CPR) with

two state-of-the-art SADP-friendly routers [12,21]. [12] proposes
sequential pin access planning schemes with design rule legaliza-
tions during sequential routing of each net. [21] devises a negotiation-
congestion-based router with modified routing grid models for
SADP, with explicit considerations of pin access and routing
blockages2. To make the negotiation-congestion-based routing
aware of standard cell pin access, during the routing of each net,
only the pins of the current net are available, while the pins from
remaining nets are treated as blockages [21]. For [21], the de-
sign rules violations are mitigated with forbidden via grid cost
and rip-up and reroute iterations. CPR combines the concur-
rent pin access optimization results with the same negotiation-
congestion-routing scheme as [21]. Although [21] and our router
can initially finish all net connections (100% routability), they
introduce many design rule violations because design rule viola-
tions can only be mitigated through grid cost manipulations. We
treat those nets introducing violations as unrouted nets, which
generates design-rule-clean routing results for fair comparisons.

CPR obtains 1.5% routability improvement, 23.8% via number
and 16.0% wirelength reductions compared to [12] as shown in

2
The authors of [21] make their router explicitly consider design rules in [12]

and run on a Linux machine with 2.4GHz Intel(i5) core and 8GB memory.



Table 2: Comparisons on solution qualities of different routing approaches

Ckt Net# Size(um2)
Sequential pin access planning [12] Routing w/o pin access optimization [21] CPR

Rout.(%) Via# WL cpu(s) Rout.(%) Via# WL cpu(s) Rout.(%) Via# WL cpu(s)

ecc 1671 21x21 96.41 6482 46588 19.98 94.55 5409 38428 10.00 97.25 4907 40465 2.01

efc 2219 20x19 94.91 8558 57834 34.52 92.83 7989 52329 15.60 96.80 7418 51973 3.69

ctl 2706 24x24 95.27 10573 72388 37.14 92.42 9327 64217 17.80 96.86 8757 63900 3.69

alu 3108 20x19 95.17 11645 75679 45.92 93.37 10496 64604 20.10 97.01 9371 62249 5.24

div 5813 31x31 94.60 22829 155704 106.0 92.12 21001 139811 47.70 95.89 19665 139201 24.32

top 22201 57x56 95.33 82644 513366 763.2 93.44 73487 434051 147.4 96.79 65167 436972 40.37

Avg. 95.28 23789 153593 167.8 93.12 21285 132240 43.1 96.77 19214 132460 13.22

Ratio 0.985 1.238 1.160 12.69 0.962 1.108 0.998 3.26 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Table 2. The reason is that the baseline router in [12] depends
on pin access planning schemes to improve routability, which re-
solves routing resource competitions in a greedy manner to gen-
erate design-rule-clean routing results. Although net deferring
technique enables dynamic net reordering, the routing scheme
in [12] is still sequential in nature, which introduces significant
overhead in terms of runtime, wirelength and via number. Our
approach provides the maximum and balanced amount of hori-
zontal M2 partial routes connected to each pin, which leads to
more flexible via locations and pin access. We further compare
with [21] (routing w/o pin access optimization), the data of which
are directly from the authors of [21]. CPR improves the “Rout.”
by 3.8% and reduces the “Via#” by 10.8%. And the trade-off
is only 0.2% “WL” degradation. In particular, this “WL” degra-
dation is negligible considering 3.8% more routability from CPR
because remaining nets from [21] are difficult to route and may
introduce more WL overhead. Via# reductions and slight WL
degradations are both due to the partial routes from pin access
intervals shown in Figure 5(a). From the solutions of [21], there
exist routing patterns shown in Figure 5(b), which means the
router tries to switch between metal layers to resolve routing
congestion and minimize routing cost. CPR reduces “Via#” by
> 10% with pin access optimization as shown in Figure 5(b) in
spite of some detour. In advanced technology nodes, via mini-
mization is particularly important as the via resistance has been
increasing dramatically [23].

The runtime of our router consists of the runtime from con-
current pin access optimization and unidirectional routing. In
Table 2, our router is significantly faster (12.7×) than [12] and es-
timated to be 2.5× faster than [21] considering different machine
configurations. The major reason is that the routing resource
competitions on the M2 layer are concurrently resolved using
pin access optimization approach, which greatly reduces the ini-
tial congested routing grids for the router. Congested routing
grids are those grids occupied by more than one net. The se-
quential pin access planning depends on detours and rip-up and
reroute to avoid congestions, which makes the runtime increases
significantly as the design size becomes larger. [21] depends on
history cost and rip-up and reroute to reduce congestions, which
is computationally more expensive than our pin access optimiza-
tion approach in terms of congestion reductions. We demonstrate
efficient congestion reductions from concurrent pin access opti-
mization in Figure 7(b). The negotiation-congestion routing con-
sists of two stages, i.e. independent routing stage and rip-up and
reroute stage [21]. The rip-up and reroute stage takes congested
routing grids as input and resolves grid congestion one by one.
With concurrent pin access optimization, we achieve a 5-10× re-
duction in terms of congested routing grids, which greatly reduces
the rip-up and reroute efforts. This further generates significant
speed-up compared to [12] and [21].

6. CONCLUSION
The concurrent pin access optimization is modeled as a weighted

interval assignment problem and solved optimally with an ILP
formulation. We further propose an LR-based algorithm for scal-

able solutions to the weighted interval assignment problem, which
leads to similar routing solution qualities as an ILP-based ap-
proach. Due to the 5-10× reduction in initial routing congestions,
CPR generates much better routing solutions than the state-of-
the-art SADP-friendly routers.
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